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Transliteration of the Channeling "Dehumanization"
of Archangel Chamuel by Heike Lieselotte Schneider on February 27, 2021

"Blessings to you, beloved children of light. We are the energy which you name
Chamuel.
Beloved Children. Our topic today, which we would like to deal with, which we would
like to talk to you about, is the topic of dehumanization. Dehumanization on all levels.
Beloved children in the light. It is still the case that your body is very much
transforming. Please keep in mind that the Earth is not yet completely free, but the
first pulsations, the first impulses or the first pulses are slowly coming more and more
into effect. This means that both the resonance through the Schumann frequency is
getting stronger, but this does not only refer to what is coming from the cosmic realm,
so to speak, but slowly the Schumann frequency is starting to interact more strongly
with the pulsation of life for the simple reason that the earth is becoming more and
more liberated. This, of course, results in great things for you, great changes within
your physical structure. This means that ultimately you should take much more time
to seek out nature or do things that are helpful within the movement to align the body.
Movement is of great importance right now so that ultimately everything vibrates in
harmony, preferably of course movement in nature.
Beloved children in the light. The difficulties that you are facing, other than head
problems and problems with the bone structure or with the joints, with the body, in
the end it is actually everything, because it is a wake-up call to the cells, to each of
your own programming, to each and every cell in your body. This is very
comprehensive, and it is really the call or really the conversion to galactic man,
galactic in terms of adapting to what you actually are: creatures of Divine Source.
Beloved children in the Light. Patience is something you still need. This
transformation is just beginning, the planet is not yet free. Mother Earth is still partly
in captivity to darkness. But this is changing more and more every hour.
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Beloved children in the light. You can do very much to still bring about the change.
The first thing is to allow yourselves to continue to step out of the struggle. Try to
break free from vibrating in anger, fear and rage, but focus more now with each day,
with each breath, on beginning to ultimately bring the light and love into the planet.
This will be easier if you go into the meta-level and look at the world a little from the
soul perspective, so to speak. For this, of course, it is necessary that you drastically
strengthen the connection to your own soul.
Beloved children in the light. You are so much more than you can ever imagine. We
would like to speak today on the subject of dehumanization. Dehumanization - what
does it mean? Dehumanization means to change God's creature, human being, in
any form. To no longer perceive him as human. It is so easy for you, when you are
not facing a human being, to evaluate or judge him negatively. Look at some of the
ratings or remarks that people give to other people on the Internet. The more you use
the Internet, the more you go to a level that is not really human. The Internet is only
used by the mind, by the mind carousel, and it is partly through the programming that
is on the Internet that actually affects your brain waves or your free will as well.
Beloved children, begin to see, even when you are on the Internet, the individual who
may be behind a comment. Also this is not always given of course. Here, too, much
has already been dehumanized and the computers have taken over in many areas
through algorithms to use any comments or the so much vaunted hate speech.
Therefore it is even more important that you start to react as humans. That you get
out of this complaining, this doesn't work, that doesn't work, that one doesn't do it
well enough, the other one is stupid, any form of judgment. You complain about
everything, but in part you may not have the courage to put yourselves out there.
Beloved children. Stop fighting against each other. The more angry the ignorant
become with the knowledgeable or vice versa, the greater the division in society.
Know that the division in society is very much desired. The division in society is very
much necessary to feed the darkness. But if you want to stop feeding the darkness,
then stop being divided.
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What the darkness or the powerful, supposedly powerful, dark energy, dark power
behind the darkness, so to speak, wants to achieve is to dehumanize human beings.
Why is it necessary? Why does this power need the dehumanization of people? No
human being is allowed to possess another human being. No demon may possess
another human being without his permission. Without the permission, given by the
free will of a human being, the human being, through ignorance, is partially ready to
sell himself to the darkness, to what you call Satan or Lucifer.
Beloved children in the light. The darkness would violate the cosmic laws to such an
extent that immediate stop must be put, and this by the Divine Source itself. But by
allowing yourselves to be partially dehumanized and choosing to follow the darkness,
consciously or unconsciously, this transformation process continues to drag on.
What is dehumanization? Through what does dehumanization happen? The first
dehumanization has already started by not being able to recognize your faces, by not
interacting, by separating more and more from each other. For this it is especially
necessary, if you do not want to or cannot rebel against it, that you at least speak
through your eyes and promote the soul level, the communication on the soul level.
Beloved children in the light. Dehumanization goes one step further. What happens
when a company crosses two seeds and gets a patent on the new seed? You are
careful not to ingest genetically engineered foods because ultimately Divine Source
has blessed each seed with the breath of life. When anything is tampered with, that
breath is taken out. Anything that is altered, mechanically or with corruption, takes
away the origin of being. Everything lives on this planet, everything pulsates,
everything has an effect, everything ultimately has some form of divinity in it, at least
everything that was created by God and that is ensouled by God. Of course, there
are inanimate entities. These inanimate entities are what you call demonic in the
classical case. These inanimate entities continue to try to get power over you, control.
To use you only as energy hosts or better said as energy suppliers and also beyond
that as food.
Beloved children in the light. You take care or try to take care not to eat genetically
manipulated food.
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Whoever manipulates the gene has the patent on it, so to speak. What happens when
you eat food or, even worse, take medicines that are genetically manipulated? That
carry the gene of other entities into you. Then who do you belong to?
Beloved children, there are so many beings who are already so dehumanized, who,
alas God, mostly sit in the governments, who no longer have any empathy, who no
longer have any power or any strength or any faith in any direction, who no longer
have any heart, who are no longer truly ensouled. These entities are trying to hijack
you. In the truest sense of the word. And it is a matter for you to accept that it is
currently the final battle in which you find yourselves. The final battle of light and
darkness. There is indeed a battle going on here. As we have mentioned many times,
the darkness has already lost. The light has prevailed. But these entities that still exist
in the world, whether in governments, whether underground, whether in the demonic
realm, these unsouled entities are trying to take as many of you with them as they
can. Pay attention to what you are feeding yourselves. Pay attention to whom you
consciously or unconsciously give the power to. Try to feel the power and strength
within yourself and oppose this power and strength, namely your inner light, to the
darkness. To say no and mean it does not mean that you are not good enough, that
you are not benevolent enough, that you are not loving enough. It means ultimately
to protect you and your deepest essence, the soul, so that you are not dehumanized
and fed as a thing of darkness.
Beloved children. Everyone is needed here. Everyone who makes an angry comment
just because someone has a different opinion, or with one click destroys something
that someone else created. Here is the beginning of dehumanization. But the further
dehumanization is, not showing the faces anymore, is to take genetically modified
food or also genetically modified drugs.
Beloved children in the light. When you do this, you enter into the possession of
darkness with free will. This is your decision to make. What is worth standing up for?
What is worth rebelling for in the end?
Beloved children in the light. The decision is yours. Every single one is asked to take
himself out of this dehumanization mechanism.
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Each individual is asked to confess what he is, namely the human being. The human
being in connection with the Divine Source, because every animate being has the
connection via the Higher Self to the Divine Source. The Divine Spark lies within each
and every one of you.
Beloved children in the Light. What is worth living for? What would be worth dying
for? You could supposedly lose life. Eternity never, unless you have consciously or
unconsciously sold yourself to the darkness, since being conscious or unconscious
is the decision of man himself. The Internet offers you all the information you could
have, or that you could need. The Internet never forgets anything. If you sit down and
start researching for yourself, you will find out what ultimately serves the darkness
and what does not, if you want to understand it from the mind level. But stop chasing
false prophets. Stop believing, believing in governments, believing in others who
know what they are doing, believing that the neighbor may be better, that the other
may be more intelligent, believing in the one who is more beautiful, the one who has
supposedly made it further - faith is something between each individual soul and God,
and that is where faith belongs. Whether you want to name the Divine Source "God"
or "Goddess" or "Allah" or "Wakan Tanka" or "Primordial Source" or whatever you
want to name it, or name HIM, much better said - that is where faith belongs. Stop
believing in the supposed gods of the news. Stop believing in false gods. Now is that
time to empower yourself, to step into your power, into your strength. Now is the time
to decide to accept Eternal Life forever or to deny yourself to the Divinity that works
within you.
Beloved children in the Light. Each of you has an intuition, has a conscience, has
something that tells you whether something is true or not. Free yourselves from
believing in human beings or even in supposed human beings, in entities that
perhaps have only disguised themselves as human beings.
Beloved children. Free yourselves from illusion. When you hear something, when you
experience something, test it through your feeling, whether it feels true to you. And if
it feels true to you, then listen to your feeling and not to what you think you have
learned, because that is also false belief.
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Beloved children, there are always three truths. The truth of the other person, the
truth of your own person, and the truth that lies with God. But the alienation caused
by hostility is so great that it leads more and more to dehumanization. Being human
means being God's creature, means connecting with each other and means turning
to the Divine Source itself. Over and over again. The Divine Source is the source of
love, and the more you turn to love, in the feeling of love, that which makes it warm
and soft in the chest, not the wanting to have that you may have in your mind, the
idea that it might be good here and not so good there with the other person.
Beloved children. Now is the time to decide. For the light or the darkness. And no
being in this world that is ensouled is powerless. This is again a misconception. The
moment you accept the power that works in you and through you and begin to live,
the world will change within a very short time. Some people react very emotionally
when confronted with another truth. Why is this so? Firstly, because they do not want
to admit to themselves that they have believed in some lies for so many years, but
also because demonic attachments, parasitic entities in the auric field naturally have
to fight against the truth. The only thing that helps here is to stay in love, fighting back
doesn't really get you anywhere. Fighting means permanently playing a tug of war.
The time for fighting is over. The time for standing up for what is right, what is
important, and to stand up whenever you see injustice and step in with all the power
of your Divine Connection.
Beloved Child in Light. We believe in You. We know that Your power is infinite. We
know that the beauty of Your radiance is without equal. We know that Your heart is
full of love. We know that You ultimately want to save every person, every soul in this
world. We know that You are love. We know that You are joyful. We know that the
lightness of a child is within You. We know that the gratitude of just being can speak
through You. We know about Your power. We know about your strength. We know
that you are ultimately ready now, in this moment, to use this light to save the world.
We bless You in the light of Divine Omnipotence, now and always, and so be it."
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